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325   REPRODUCTION NOTE 

Field Definition 

No changes. 

Occurrence 

No changes. 

Indicators 

Indicator 1:  Original/Reproduction indicator 

# The item in hand is a reproduction; the note describes that reproduction. 

1 The item in hand is an original; the note describes an available reproduction. 

Indicator 2:  Structure indicator 

Specifies whether or not the field is structured.   

# Unstructured note 

All information is recorded in a single occurrence of subfield $a 

1 Structured note 

Information is recorded as necessary in subfields other than $a 

Subfields 

$a Texte of Unstructured Note. 

 Used only for the complete text of an unstructured note.  Subfield $a should not be present if 

Indicator 2 is 1.  Optional.  Not repeatable. 

 

$b Type of reproduction.  

The mode of reproduction (e.g. digitization) or the carrier type of reproduction (e.g. microfilm, 

microfiche). Optional. Not repeatable. 

$c Place of reproduction.  

Place where the reproduction is published or distributed. 

Corresponds to the contents of subfield 210$a of the record that would be established to describe 

the reproduction. Optional. Repeatable. 

 

$d Agency Responsible for the Reproduction.  

The name of the agency that makes the reproduction available. 

Corresponds to the contents of subfield 210$c of the record that would be established to describe 

the reproduction. Optional. Repeatable. 

 

$e Date of publication for the reproduction.  

The date when the reproduction is published or distributed. 

Corresponds to the contents of subfield 210$d of the record that would be established to describe 

the reproduction. Optional. Not repeatable. 

 

$f Physical description of the reproduction.  

Extent, other physical details and dimensions of the reproduction. 
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Corresponds to the contents of field 215 of the record that would be established to describe the 

reproduction. When more than one subfield contributes to the content, standard punctuation 

should be applied. Optional. Not repeatable. 

 

$g Series statement for the reproduction.  

Descriptive information on the series in which the reproduction has been published. 

Corresponds to the contents of field 225 of the record that would be established to describe the 

reproduction. When more one subfield contributes to the content, standard publication should be 

applied. Optional. Not repeatable. 

$h Completeness of the reproduction code.  

This subfield applies to the reproduction of the resource. Optional. Not repeatable. 

Coded data subfield. The subfield is fixed at 1 character and contains the following data: 

Character position 0: Completeness of the reproduction 

# = undetermined 

0 = Reproduction is not complete 

1 = Reproduction is complete 

 

$i Coverage of the reproduction.  

This subfield applies to the reproduction of the resource. 

When the reproduction is not complete, subfield $i is used to indicate the part of the collection 

which was reproduced at the date when the reproduction was consulted (see subfield $v). 
Optional. Not repeatable. 

$j Terms of access to the reproduction.  

Coded data subfield that identifies the issues of the item that have specific terms of access. 

Optional. Repeatable. 

The subfield is fixed at 5 characters and contains the following data: 

Character position 0: Terms of access to the reproduction 

1 = Free-to-read 

2 = Free-to-read, partly  

This value is used if a significant part is free. It is not used if the free-to-read parts consists only 

of secondary content (e.g., abstracts, summaries, presentation). 

3 = Free-to-read, after embargo 

4 = Fully  

paid articles or content 

5 = Free-to-read upon subscription (requires signing up) 

 

Character position 1: Qualifier type 

Used when the character position 0 contains the value 3, in order to specify the parts of the 

reproduction under embargo. If the position is not used, it contains a blank.  

l = Latest 

p = Previous  

x = not applicable. The character position 0 contains a value other than 3 

# = no attempt to code 

 

Character positions 2: Unit under embargo 

Used when the character position 0 contains the value 3, in order to specify the parts of the 

reproduction under embargo. If the position is not used, it contains a blank. 

m = Month(s) time  

w = Week(s) time  

y = Year(s) time  

i = Issue(s) part 
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x = not applicable. The character position 0 contains a value other than 3 

# = no attempt to code 

 

Character position 3-4: Number of units under embargo 

Used when the character position 0 contains the value 3, in order to specify the parts of the 

reproduction under embargo. The two positions should be entered from left to right with a 

leading zero if necessary. If the character position 0 contains a value other than 3, character 

position 3-4 are blank 

 

$n Note About Reproduction. 

For a note on the completeness use subfield $i. Repeatable 

$u URL of the reproduction.  

The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), for example a URL or URN, which provides electronic 

access data in a standard syntax. This data can be used for automated access to an electronic 

resource through one of the Internet protocols (e.g. for access to digital reproductions of the 

materials). Subfield $u may be used to link to a website. 

Corresponds to the contents of subfield 856$u of the record that would be established to describe 

the reproduction. Optional. Not repeatable. 

$v Date of consultation.  

The time at which the reproduction was accessed for describing it in field 325. Information given 

in subfields $h, $i et $j correspond to the state of the reproduction at that time. 

Enter the full date in standard form YYYYMMDD, according to ISO 8601 Representation of 

dates and times. Optional. Not repeatable. 

$x ISSN of the reproduction.  

ISSN assigned to the reproduction. 

Corresponds to the contents of subfield 011$a of the record that would be established to describe 

the reproduction. Optional. Not repeatable. 

$y ISBN of the reproduction.  

ISBN assigned to the reproduction. Repeatable when more than one ISBN is attributed to the 

reproduction (e.g. more than one publisher, multi-part resources, etc.) 

Corresponds to the contents of subfield 010$a of the record that would be established to describe 

the reproduction. Optional. Repeatable. 

$z Date when the URL in $u was found to be invalid.  

The time at which access to the reproduction was denied, due to a broken or invalid URL in $u. 

Enter the full date in standard form YYYYMMDD, according to ISO 8601 Representation of 

dates and times. Optional. Not repeatable. 

Notes on Field Contents 

[…] 

Related Fields 

[…] 

335 LOCATION OF ORIGINALS/ REPRODUCTIONS 

 This field contains information on location and availability of copies of the described materials or 

information on location and availability of originals if the unit of description consists of copies or 

includes copies. 

[…] 
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Examples 

EX 7 

Unstructured note: 

200 1# $a NSB L' NSE Abeille musicale$ejournal artistique et littéraire$frédacteur en chef 

Gustave Sarazin 

210 ## $aParis$b16 boulevard Sébastopol$c[s.n.]$d1870 

325 1# $aReproduction numérique Paris : Bibliothèque nationale de France, 2009, ISSN 2418-

4942, accessible en ligne http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32680747x/date (consultée 17 

décember 2014) 

712 02 $aBibliothèque nationale de France$4015 

 

Digitized reproduction of a serial. The reproduction is complete and freely accessible. 

 

 Structured note: 

200 1# $a NSB L' NSE Abeille musicale$ejournal artistique et littéraire$frédacteur en chef 

Gustave Sarazin 

210 ## $aParis$b16 boulevard Sébastopol$c[s.n.]$d1870 

325 11 $bReproduction numérique$cParis$dBibliothèque nationale de France$e2009$h1 

$j1####$x2418-4942$uhttp://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32680747x/date$v20141217 

712 02 $aBibliothèque nationale de France$4015 

 

Digitized reproduction of a serial. The reproduction is complete and freely accessible. 

 

EX 8 Structured note: 

200 1# $a NSB Le NSE Botaniste 

210 ## $aCaen$cBotaniste$d1888-1975 

325 11 $bReproduction numérique$cParis$dBibliothèque nationale de France$e2008$h0 

$i1888/11 (série 1, fasc. 2 -1936/12) (série 27, fasc. 6)$j1xx##$x2419-6592 

$uhttp://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb343494147/date$v20141202 

712 02 $aBibliothèque nationale de France$4015 

 

Digitized reproduction of a serial. The reproduction is not complete: only the first part of the 

collection which is free of rights has been digitized and published. 

 

EX 9 Structured note: 

200 1# $a NSB La NSE Revue des livres pour enfants $fENSB [École nationale supérieure 

des bibliothèques], La Joie par les livres$fdir. publ. Geneviève Patte$gréd. Simone Lamblin 

207 #0 $aN° 52 (décembre 1976) 

210 ## $aParis$cLa Joie par les livres$d1976- 

215 ## $d23-25 cm 

304 ## $aDir. publ. Geneviève Patte puis Nic Diament 

325 11 $bReproduction numérique$cParis$dBibliothèque nationale de France, Centre national de 

la littérature pour la jeunesse - La Joie par les Livres$e[2005]- $h1$i1976- 

$j3ly02$uhttp://lajoieparleslivres.bnf.fr./masc/portal.asp?INSTANCE=joie&PORTAL_ID=JPL_

BIBNUM_RLPE.xml$v20150310 

326 ## $aSix fois par an 

 

The digitized version of past issues is freely accessible after a two-year embargo period. 

 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32680747x/date
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32680747x/date
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb343494147/date

